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Tragedies; civil disorder, rally, riots, wars, These all man-made problems resulting from 

uncertain disposition of one’s characteristic in terms of social behavior. Heartaches, unbridled emotions, 

troubled mind with a shattered heart. These are also man-made problem resulting from undesirable 

acts bound for lust, pleasure and self-experimentation (curiosity).the aforementioned phenomena were 

just only a parentage of the world’s side in terms of insufficiency and deficiency of “white cloth” or what 

we called “PEACE”  

Peace is the presence of non-violent behaviors and reaction and tranquility of the heart and 

mind. It has been preached by priests (in Christians & Catholics) and uztadz or ’alim (in Islam) through 

out the world for 50 million of years ago yet humans tend to neglect this five lettered for useless agenda 

peace is not only needed (in wars and conflict) when was are erupted and when conflictions a rises but 

all of us needs peace because within our selves. We are suffering from internal torture and war of the 

mind and heart. 

Being an allied medical student is really a difficult role in my part, not in the sense that I’m 

poisoned but I’m always in pressured due to my time.it has in my agony how will I attain tranquility and 

peace of mind and heart because as far as I concern, peace  start from one selves and eventually to 

others. In this article I would emphasize mainly on why, how to attain one selves peace of mind. 

That’s why we should have peace in our selves and help or promote peace with others. But the 

main question is how we can promote peace. In my own opinion, I turned to my self asking how to 

promote relief me from pain that I’m indulging. I am reflecting to what I’ve done for the day, for the 

week for the month or years give me tranquility from within. And most especially I turn back to god, 

seeking guidance and peace from him through prayers and contemplations but as a more share 

contributions to the world in promoting peace. I may start first in my family because as what the wise-

man said: everything you have owned now comes from your home in the first place so therefore, one of 

us a good relationship with our parents and brothers and sisters and also to our relatives. Then after 

that, we shall start in are neighbors, at school with our peers and classmates and eventually to society 

by port rating good deeds and noble actions with them for civil disorders as such. We may consult our 

head in our community/city or test send a letter of appeal or suggestions regarding to such.   

  

 


